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    We will try to produce this bulletin on a regular basis highlighting policies and events that influence our lives but are dictated by corporate
institutions and governments beyond our control. If we, the ordinary people desire a world for all our children, we must resist, organise,  and take
control.
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                                   9/11 --- 12/16??
    Say 9/11 and everybody will know what you are referring to and as the 8th anniversary passes, heads of
state will pass their comments similar to Tony Blair’s words, “the worst crime ever committed against
humanity.” It was indeed a dreadful crime and many suffered and died with many more carrying the loss of
loved ones for the rest of their lives. On the pretext of hunting for its perpetrators it also unleashed brutal
violence and wars in other countries backed up with all the might of the Western world. That violence still
continues in Afghanistan and Iraq. However, there is no comments from Western leaders on the brutal crime
committed on 12/16??
    December 16. 2009 will mark the 11th. Anniversary of an even more brutal crime against humanity than
9/11. A crime that caused more deaths and more destruction than 9/11. It will pass without any wall-to-wall
media coverage, without the bowed heads of those political leaders in the West, I doubt if it will even get a
mention. Its perpetrates will not be hunted down and brought to justice. Why, because they were Western
leaders and not a vague foreign organisation.
   Three years before 9/11, December 16, 1998, Clinton and Blair set in motion Operation Desert Fox and for
four horrendously terrifying nights, defenceless Iraqi civilians were brutally assaulted by an invisible enemy.
10,000 people died, mostly women and children, more than three times the number on 9/11. The “military”
targets that were obliterated included Baghdad’s residential area, Hal Adel, the Baghdad Museum of Natural
History, Baghdad’s Teaching Hospital, the Tikrit Teaching Hospital and the home of Saddam’s daughter Hala.
What rained down on the civilians of Iraq those four nights included, 325 cruise missiles launched by the US
Navy, 100 launched by the US Air Force. On top of this UK and US bombers flew 650 sorties. The pentagon
had calculated on a “medium-based scenario” of 10,000 civilian deaths. A calculated, state perpetrated kill
that had no legal sanction, no UN mandate, no form of international authorisation.
     Tony Blair has often used 9/11 as a support for the attack on Iraq, but Operation Desert Fox, 16/12 was
three years before 9/11.
      Why are the perpetrators of the 16/12 “the worst crime ever committed against humanity” not being hunted
down and brought to justice, we know who they are and where they are.
     Originally printed in the Anarchist Critic Sept. 08 but worth printing again.
IN GOD HE TRUSTS!!.         A LOT OF snouts AT THE TROUGH.

The number of politicians and their advisers on
the UK public purse has now past the 29,000 mark.
Last year’s cost of this feeding frenzy was almost
£500 million. In the last 30 years this is about a 10
fold increase on the number of parasites that we
feed. That special breed of ermine parasites called
the “Lords” for the year 07/08 cost you approxi-
mately £20 million in expenses, salaries etc. Your
MEP’s salaries cost you almost £5 million plus
expenses, which the European Parliament refuses
to publish.
    Ask yourselves, is there a better and more cost
effective way of organising our communities?. Do
we need to feed this plague of parasites and keep
them in luxury so that we can have boring jobs
with crap wages? Think outside the box.
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YOUR DEBT-THEIR PROFIT.
    The multi-billionaire, former US Federal Reserve
chairman and guru of the economic greed brigade,
Alan Greenspan has recently stated that the crash will
happen again. This is an idiot’s blinding statement of
the obvious, we all know capitalism is not a system of
perpetual growth as they would try to make you
believe, it is a system that can only continue by
getting as many ordinary people as it can in to the
drudgery and slavery of massive debts.  Remember,
crash = ordinary folk losing their jobs and homes
because of the greed of the parasites, and in their
language, recovery means them getting back on the
bandwagon of a greed feast at your expense. In there
language, ordinary people losing their jobs, homes
and facing bankruptcy = temporary economic setback.
Without your debt the system will crumble. So all you
good folks out there, pay off your debts, buy nothing
but essentials, (better still, try swapping, recycling
and free-exchange systems) and the watch this vile,
stinking, corrupt system crash into oblivion, so we
can stand by and watch all those parasites die of
financial starvation. Then we would not have to wit-
ness the lives of ordinary people being devastated at
regular intervals in the name of profit for the Green-
span brigade.

A MESSAGE FOR THE WORKING CLASS.
  “Lest we forget at least an over-the-shoulder

acknowledgment to the very first radical: from all our
legends, mythology, and history (and who is to know
where mythology leaves off and history begins — or
which is which), the first radical known to man who
rebelled against the establishment and did it so effec-
tively that he at least won his own kingdom — Lucifer”.
Dedication to; Rules for Radicals, by Saul Alinsky

               SCOTTISH UNEMPLOYMENT.
Those who still hold the illusion that capitalism

brings prosperity to all should perhaps look at the
unemployment figures for Scotland. In a written an-
swer in the Scottish Parliament Jim Mathers wrote that
the figure for those 18 to 25 years old in the Eastend
of Glasgow who were unemployed and not in educa-
tion or training in 2008 was 32%. The figure for
Shettleston and Baillieston for the same year was
37.4%.
     For those unemployed, not in education or training
between 16 and 19 in the 15% most deprived areas of
Scotland in 2008 it  was a staggering 24.6%. The 2008
figure for Scotland as a whole for those 16 to 19 it
comes in at 11.9%. For the Scottish population as a
whole it is approximately 6%.
   With those in employment struggling, and in some
cases in poverty, we can be assured that each percent-
age point in these unemployment figures represents
real poverty. Real poverty in the midst of arrogant
flaunted wealth of the “elite” parasites that infest our
society, and this will continue as long as we follow
meekly the party political system and the corporate
greed mongers. What the system has in store for us as
it tries to “fix it” is higher unemployment and savage
cuts to the social services, while they weave the illu-
sion that happiness can be purchased in the high street
and the only way to save the world is to feed the
consumer machine.

STRUGGLE CHANGES EVERYTHING.

AFGHANISTAN: HOW YOU CAN HELP
  Spread the word as widely as possible about the
Bring the Troops Home demonstration on Saturday
10 October;
  Distribute demonstration leaflets to your family,
friends, neighbours, work colleagues, fellow students
etc;
    Display a poster for the demonstration in your home
window;
   Join the local Stop the War group in your area to
help build support for the demonstration;

FOR LEAFLETS, POSTERS AND STICKERS TO PUB-
LICISE THE 24 OCTOBER DEMONSTRATION:
Phone 0207 801 2768
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ANARCHISM?  WHAT’S THAT?
    Ask the average person on the street what they think
of “anarchists” and they’ll all probably say something
like “chaos” “violence” “mayhem” or some other
negative expression. Ask them what they have read of
anarchist history or anarchist theory and they will
probably say “nothing.” So where did they get their
opinions? Obviously they got those opinions from the
propaganda organ of the state and the corporate greed
machine commonly called “the media”. Why should
the media give anarchists and anarchism such a bad
press?
   Could it be because they see anarchism as the
greatest threat to their desire and ability to rule over
and exploit the people of this world? The state is an
hierarchical structure set up to control the people and
legislates to protect the wealth of the corporate greed
machine. Anarchism is a non-hierarchical system of
sharing and mutual aid to the benefit of all in society,
the two are totally incompatible. The corporate greed
machine works to exploit the population and drag all
the wealth up to a privileged few, it puts a price on
everything and excludes all those who can’t pay the
price, be it healthcare, housing, leisure, services or the
necessities of life. Anarchism seeks to see to the needs
of all in society and for society to be shaped by all
those who take part in that society.
     The state/capitalist/corporate system produces an
ever widening gap between rich and poor, plunders
and rapes the planet in an endless drive to increase
profits to the shareholders of the corporate beast.
Anarchism seeks sustainability through a system
based on free association, voluntary co-operation and
mutual aid. Given a choice why choose to be exploit-
ed, why choose to struggle for the benefit of the
privileged few, why sell your children into poverty?
We can produce enough to see to the needs of all on
this planet, the reason we don’t is not lack of resourc-
es it is simply that the system says “NO”, there must
be profit in every action, profit for that greedy privi-
leged few who control the corporate greed machine.
     We accept a system of winner take all and to hell
with the hindmost, our compassion and commonsense
surely demand we look at the alternatives. It is only
commonsense to attempt to break the downward spi-
ral of the corporate driven consumer juggernaut that
destroys the environment and creates the illusion that
happiness comes in pretty packaged boxes, at a price.
We owe it to our children and grandchildren to try to
create a better world of peace and freedom from
deprivation for all. Anarchists point the way, anar-
chism is the tool.

                        ANOTHER 9/11??
      September 11 1973 saw the death of the first
democratically elected Marxist socialist president of
Chile, elected in Nov 1970, he was also the first
elected Marxist socialist president of any of the Amer-
icas. History states that he died by his own hand
during a US backed military coup by General Pinochet,
who went on to be military dictator and ruled Chile
with a brutal iron fist until 1990.
     General Pinochet’s rule was noted for the savage
repression and the number of disappearances of any
who dared to oppose his brutal dictatorial regime.
Working class organisations were viciously eliminated
where possible.

Quote;  “Whatever my individual desires were to be
free, I was not alone. There were many others who
felt the same way.” Rosa Parks.

“RIOTS IN THE STREET”??
      A recent statement by Brendan Barber, the General
Secretary of the TUC, that  that public sector job cuts
could raise unemployment to four million and lead to

“riots on the streets”, is correct in so much as unem-
ployment will rise dramatically in the coming year
and four million or more is on the cards. However
what we don’t want to see is “riots in the streets” as
that would dissipate the energy of the working class
and allow them to be vilified by the media and clob-
bered by the state forces. What we want to see is mass
occupation of work places and workers taking control
of their own affairs. We can of course open up soup
kitchens and wait for the corporate world to offer us
more boring jobs at crap wages, or we can fight back
and take control of our work places for the benefit of
all in society. There are always choices, it is up to us,
their way or our way.
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Quote;
 “No matter how imaginative your tactics, how

shrewd your strategy, you’re doomed before you even
start if you don’t win the trust and respect of the
people; and the only way to get that is for you to trust
and respect them.” Saul Alinsky.

ANARCHISM ONLINE.
www.glasgowanarchists.org.uk

Glasgow anarchist’s website.
www.radicalglasgow.me.uk

Local resource home of the Anarchist Critic

www.iwwscotland.org
Revolutionary trade union run by its  membership.

www.praxisglasgow.wordpress.com
Libertarian socialist organisation building strength in

communities and workplaces.
www.libcom.org

Anarchist / libertarian / communist  news  a nd resource site.

www.classwar.uk.org
Militant anarchist group, publishers of the

newspaper of the same name.

www.freedompress.org.uk
The oldest British anarchist newspaper, going strong

since 1886.

www.anarchistfaq.org
Infoshop.org's Anarchist FAQ, details what anar-
chism is and why you should help it come about.

www.solfed.org.uk
The  Solidarity  Federation,  British  section  of the

International Workers' Association.
www.katesharpleylibrary.net

Library of Anarchist history.
www.citystrolls

Think of your City and make it happen.
www.redpepper.org.uk

A radical independent magazine.
www.akuk.com

Anarchist publications.
www.schnews.org.uk
Free alternative news site

STEALING ANOTHER COUNTRY

     What other country could get away with continual-
ly stealing another country's land. It seems that Israel
can do as it wishes with its neighbours land and the
world looks the other way. Have a look at the map
showing Palestinian land in 1960 and compare that
with what they have today, it is a mere fraction and
the land grab goes on.
     Construction of settlements began in 1967, shortly
after the Middle East War
Some 280,000 Israelis now live in the 121 officially-
recognised settlements in the West Bank
A further 190,000 Israelis live in settlements in Pales-
tinian East Jerusalem
    The largest West Bank settlement is Maale Adu-
mim, where more than 30,000 people were living in
2005
     There are a further 102 unauthorised outposts in
the West Bank which are not officially recognised by
Israel
     The population of West Bank settlements has been
growing at a rate of 5-6% since 2001.
     Israel has no intentions of stopping until there is no
Palestinian land left and their dream of a "Greater
Israel" will be a reality at the expense of the people of
Palestine. I believe it is called genocide.

Don’t be shy,
 ann arky would like to hear
your views, news, gripes and
opinions, so drop a note to;
annarky@radicalglasgow.me.uk

FREEDOM
Britain’ longest running Anarchist newspaper.
Established 1886 --- still fighting the system.
www.freedompress.org  -- info@freedompress.org

Quote: “It seems the most logical thing in the world
to believe that the natural resources of the Earth,
upon which the race depends for food, clothing and
shelter, should be owned collectively by the race
instead of being the private property of a few social
parasites.”    Ralph Chaplin


